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Oct 16, 2013 Diskec error for bigfile.000. Oct 25, 2018 I tried. I bought the game on steam, and I bought it from a legit website. i also tried with steam on . Nov 2, 2013 I have the same issue with Tomb Raider, but on my friend's computer. It says it crashes on 17:15:58 . Nov 18, 2016 When I try to open the game, I get a message saying that Tomb Raider: Anniversary has an invalid
file size. Nov 18, 2016 I have Tomb Raider: Anniversary and after playing for a time I go to the main menu and it says An error occurred while loading a file. I try to play the game and it crashes on me. . Oct 8, 2017 When i try to open the game, I get an "error while opening a file (The Tomb Raider Anniversary)" I cant play the game Oct 23, 2015 I tried and got a error while loading

a file with the same size. I played the game a little, and then it just crashes. Oct 25, 2018 i've been having this problem for like two weeks now. It just freezes my computer, everytime i try to run it it seems the files can't be loaded and it says An error occurred while loading a file. Nov 18, 2016 Someone on Neogaf said this : "I have a win10 64 bit desktop PC. I have 3 Titan 2 X
series cards in SLI. I have tried this on 3 different PCs and all of them encounter the same issues with Tomb Raider when trying to load a file. It gets to the point where all I can do is Start > Run > cmd and enter this command : taskkill /F /IM "d3d11_1.dll" /T I've tried leaving out the.00,.000 or any combination of the other. I've tried NTUN, I've tried restarting the PC. It's always at

the same point. It just says: "An error occurred while loading a file". All I can do is tell it to restart. When it does it will lock up on a black screen where the menu and load screen is. No matter what I do, It always locks up on me when I run it. I have tried running this console command in hopes that it will fix it and

We offer you a solution to the problem that the files were corrupted and you can't open it. Here is the
solution for this "Disc error while reading BIGFILE.000" . Oct 31, 2017 "Disc error while reading

BIGFILE.000" what could i do? btw the same problem with TR Anniversary. but there it's only out of
range error. Dec 14, 2018 Changed files in this update Modified – bigfile.update3.000.000.tiger
(+91.06 MiB) Manifest ID changed – 8159764758726036937 › . Oct 3, 2018 When i try to open

Shadown of the tomb raider, it says *Unable to open bigfile bigfile.000!* ; any suggestions? "Disc error
while reading BIGFILE.000" what could i do? btw the same problem with TR Anniversary. but there it's
only out of range error. Aug 30, 2014 "Disc error while reading BIGFILE.000" what could i do? btw the
same problem with TR Anniversary. but there it's only out of range error. Sun, 2013 "Disc error while

reading BIGFILE.000" what could i do? btw the same problem with TR Anniversary. but there it's only
out of range error. Sep 15, 2012 What is the bigfile.000? Oct 24, 2013 "Disc error while reading

BIGFILE.000" what could i do? btw the same problem with TR Anniversary. but there it's only out of
range error. Oct 3, 2018 When i try to open Shadown of the tomb raider, it says *Unable to open bigfile
bigfile.000!* ; any suggestions? "Disc error while reading BIGFILE.000" what could i do? btw the same
problem with TR Anniversary. but there it's only out of range error. Dec 14, 2018 Changed files in this

update Modified – bigfile.update3.000.000.tiger (+91.06 MiB) Manifest ID changed –
8159764758726036937 › . Oct 3, 2018 When i try to open Shadown of the tomb raider, it says *Unable

to open bigfile bigfile.000!* ; any 570a42141b
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